
Suitable for use in
Swimming Pools

Ideal for commercial &
domes�c applica�ons

NEW

...because it works

BIO-KLENZ
CONCENTRATED BIO CLEANERS & SCRUBBING AGENTS FOR THE REMOVAL OF BIO-FILM 

TECHNOLOGY

OF BIO-FILM

www.lochlor.com



Ÿ Less red eye and green hair syndrome.

Ini�ally, will clean surfaces of par�culates that build on the pool liner, aggregate, or �le surface. It BIO-KLENZ 

actually “li�s” off the build-up and complexes it with the water itself. 

BIO-KLENZ was developed with the idea of finding a product that would reduce the need for chemicals in pool 

water, especially chlorine, without sacrificing water clarity and protec�on from water borne organisms. 

BOTTOM LINE IS THIS – Pool Owner will

There is science behind this chemical and to our knowledge, there is no other product like it. This is a very 

concentrated formula�on that works quickly and efficiently at doing many beneficial jobs in the maintenance 

area. Users will experience the clearest and healthiest water they have ever seen or swam in and it can reduce 

the amount of chlorine or sani�ser they presently use.  synergizes with their present chemical BIO-KLENZ

program to make it more efficient. 

Ÿ Save money on electricity

Ÿ Have cleaner, clearer, healthier, so�er, less aggressive water all the �me.

Lo-Chlor BIO-KLENZ for Pools

Here are a few other benefits of using BIO-KLENZ 

Ÿ Filter and plumbing lines stay “whistle clean”.

Ÿ Salt Chlorinator cells last longer (you can decrease the produc�on level with BIO-KLENZ)

Ÿ Save money on chemicals

Lo-Chlor BIO-KLENZ ONCE EACH is an environmentally friendly, easy to use liquid, that you simply add to a pool 

MONTH Bio-Film to combat  and to maintain perfect clarity while using less chlorine and other chemicals.

BIO-KLENZ also has a built-in clarifier that helps the filter grab all the junk that was removed by the cleaner's di-

methyl compounds and put into solu�on. The filter will respond by gaining efficiencies in removal and filtra�on 

of par�culates at lower micron levels. Water will get clearer plus the need for vast amounts of chlorine, or other 

sani�ser, is decreased since the  li�s the built-up par�culates that the chlorine usually uses itself up  BIO-KLENZ

on trying to “eat away” at.

Ÿ Pool cleaners have less par�culates to capture lowering turbidity levels.

Ÿ BIO-KLENZ is applied to the water at a rate of 1 litre per 60,000 litres monthly.

Sizes: 1 litre, 5 litre and 20 litre

Ÿ Liners will last longer and remain supple (not dry out as fast).

Ÿ Aggregate surfaces will be smoother with less calcium nodules.

Ÿ Heater, heat pump and solar systems will last longer due to lower sani�ser levels.

www.DirectPoolSupplies.com.au
Ph: 1800 648 363




